Johnny Russell was playing in his backyard when the aliens landed. He was Tarzan in a land of giant ferns while they invaded Philadelphia, but had shifted over to Superman before Baltimore fell. Johnny was eight years old and easily bored. By the time his mother called him in for dinner, the aliens were all over Washington, D.C. Things were a mess. Ugly green monsters were everywhere. Lots of people were real upset, especially Johnny. They were having spinach for dinner.

Johnny hated spinach more than anything else in the world, except maybe brussels sprouts and creamed corn.

He made such a fuss at the table trying to slip the dog his spinach that his parents sent him to bed early. That was too bad, because there was a lot of neat stuff on television that night. Eight years old is just the right age for appreciating a good monster or two. Johnny slept through it all, dreaming that he was flying his tree house over the ocean in search of lost continents.

His parents, on the other hand were totally immersed in aliens of the real sort. There was no escaping them. Even the 24-hour sports network was full of monsters. Specials followed specials all night long. Bert and Sara stayed glued to the tube, afraid they might miss something. It was an exciting time to watch television, even better than the time the dam burst at Fort Mudge. A good crisis brought out the best in the electronics media, no doubt about that.

They watched the national news for a while and then switched over to the local news. They even tuned in PBS and watched a panel of distinguished professors pointing sticks at an alien’s picture. It was exciting. Sara made popcorn and Bert put another six pack of beer in the fridge.

“Don’t you think we ought to wake up Johnny?” asked Sara, salting the popcorn.

Bert opened another beer. “No,” he said. “We’ve got to teach him not to play with his food. A parent has certain obligations, you know.” Bert had always been the strict one.

“But isn’t that a little severe?” asked Sara. “After all, he’s very fond of hideous beasts.”

“No,” said Bert. “Remember what he did with the brussels sprouts?”

Sara turned pale. “I thought I’d never get it all out. The air conditioning hasn’t worked right since.”

“And the creamed corn?”

Sara shuddered at the memory of the bomb squad marching through their living room in knee-deep water.

“You’re right,” she said, passing him the popcorn.

They settled back and watched the early news, the special news, the update news, the fast-break news, the late news, and the late-late news. In between, they watched the news in brief and the news in detail. They were saturated with news and popcorn and all they got out of it was indigestion and no news at all. Nobody knew much of anything about the aliens except they were crawling all over the place and were meaner than junkyard dogs.

Their silver, cigar-shaped spaceships had simply appeared out of nowhere with a shimmering colorful splash of glitter not unlike the special effects of a once-popular TV show still in reruns. It was horrible. People fled in panic, especially when the monsters started coming out of the spaceships.

The aliens stood about eight feet tall with thick, stocky bodies. Their four arms had too many elbows and not enough fingers. Folds of wrinkled green skin covered their neckless teen heads, and their three unblinking eyes held what could only be interpreted as malice and contempt for the entire human race.

At first it was hoped that they might be a congenial star-roving race of beings, eager as puppy dogs to give mankind all sorts of marvelous inventions. These hopes were quickly dashed. The aliens seemed far more interested in vaporizing people. Helicopters and airplanes that approached the hovering ships vanished in white-hot explosions. People who were foolish enough to make threatening gestures or stray too close went up in smoke. It made for good television footage, but did little to aid any kind of mutual understanding.

Mutual understanding, as a matter of fact, didn’t seem to be the aliens’ strong suit. They just didn’t appear to be interested. Some of the best minds on Earth had attempted to establish communication with the aliens. Some of the best minds on Earth had been vaporized, too. The aliens were obviously intelligent, but they didn’t have much to say.

Bert and Sara were about ready to turn in, having watched the instant replay of the destruction of Washington for the fourth or fifth time. It was impressive, but not really all that great. The Japanese had done it better in that movie about the radioactive frog. Sara washed the popcorn bowls.

“I’ll bet Johnny will be excited when he wakes up,” she said. “Channel Four said they’ve even seen a couple aliens right in town. Imagine that.”

“I don’t think we ought to tell the boy about them,” said Bert. “At least not yet.”

“For goodness sakes, honey. Why not?”

“The child has an active enough imagination as it is. There’s no sense in getting him all riled up. Remember the time he thought he saw that UFO down by the river?”

Sara nearly dropped the bowl she was drying. That had been a near thing. Johnny had pulled every fire alarm in town, and only their friendship with the judge had kept their names out of the paper.

“Besides,” said Bert. “What does a kid know about monsters? He’s only eight years old.”

Sara nodded. He was right, as always.

But Johnny wasn’t completely fooled. When little Freddy Nabors didn’t show up by twelve o’clock, he knew something was wrong. He and Freddy always messed around together on Saturday afternoon. Sometimes they went on dangerous secret missions, but usually they just played. By twelve-fifteen Johnny had decided a plague must have killed all the kids on Earth but him so he went out into the backyard to play.

He wasn’t allowed to go out behind the garage, so naturally it was his favorite place. It was full of old lumber and rusty nails. Lumber was more fun to play with than almost anything. Sometimes he built boats out of the scraps, and sometimes spaceships. Today he built a Grand Prix car. 1

It was low and sleek, faster than a bat. He pretended it was orange with black trim. Since he couldn’t find any wheels, he used cinder blocks for racing tires.

---

1 Grand Prix car: a type of racing car used in international road races
Diving into the hairpin turn, he had just passed Fangio and was gaining on Andretti when he saw the monster. Johnny was not impressed. He’d seen better ones on television. Sticking his tongue out between his lips and making a rude noise, he downshifted with a raspberry and pulled to the side of the road. After taking off his imaginary helmet and racing gloves, he got out of his fabricated car and stared at the alien. The alien stared back. Three eyes to two, the alien had an edge; but Johnny never flinched. The Lone Ranger wouldn’t have backed down, and neither would he.

In the distance Johnny could see one of their spaceships hovering over the river. It looked just like the one he’d seen before. He knew better than to head for the fire alarms this time, though. His father would tan his hide.

The alien grunted and pointed at his ship and then to himself. Johnny stood firm as Wyatt Earp, his jaw set like Montgomery Clift’s, playing for keeps his body held with the stern proudness of John Wayne. He didn’t nod, he didn’t blink. He stared at the monster with Paul Newman’s baby-blue eyes, hard as ice. He wished he’d worn long pants, though. Shorts just didn’t cut it when you were staring down a monster.

The alien starting waving all its arms in the air, grunting like crazy. Johnny was frightened, but he didn’t give an inch. He could have been Gary Cooper standing alone in the middle of a dusty street facing an angry mob with only the badge on his chest and the goodness in his heart to protect him. Johnny could almost hear the people scurrying for cover. The helmet and racing gloves were useless. He should have had his six-shooter.

The alien kicked at the dust, smoothing out an area between them. He bent over and Johnny hunkered down to join him. At least now he knew what to expect. They were about to talk, or palaver, as Slim Pickins would say.

The alien picked up a stick and drew a large circle in the dirt. From a fold in his tunic he removed a small golden globe, which he placed precisely in the center. He pointed to the sun and then to the globe. Johnny nodded, his face as deadpan as if he was trying to fill an inside straight.

The monster drew three concentric circles around the golden globe and placed another globe on the third circle. It was smaller than the first and covered with blue and white swirls. He patted the dirt, waved his arms in circles all around them and pointed to the globe. Johnny bit his lip. This was getting complicated.

The alien continued drawing circles in the dust and setting down the small globes. When he had finished, nine of them surrounded the larger yellow one. With a flourish he took one more from his tunic. This one was special; it was silver and seemed to glow with a light from within. He set it outside the farthest circle and pointed first to himself, then to the spaceship, and finally to the silver sphere.

Slowly he began rolling the sphere toward the center, snarling and crushing as he demolished each of the small globes. When he reached the third globe from the center, his lips drew back in a hideous sneer and he rose to his full height, towering over the crouching boy. The alien gloated, roaring with bone-chilling laughter as he crushed the small blue globe under his foot, grinding it into the dirt with a vengeance.

This, at last, was something Johnny could understand. It was a challenge. Without rising, he reached around to his back pocket. It was still there, as he knew it would be. He’d won it from Freddy Nabors two years ago and he never went anywhere without it. It was his talisman, his good luck piece. It was also his weapon and had never let him down. He gritted his teeth and took it reassuringly in his hand. It was blue with milky white bands, a perfect agate.

He dropped and took quick aim, oblivious to the ranting and raving of the alien. He’d been under pressure before, this was nothing new. With a flick of his thumb the aggie sailed across the dust, crashing into the silver ball, sending it careening out of orbit into the yellow one. They both flew outside the circle.

He stood—as a man would stand after battle—and retrieved all the marbles. He held them high above his head.

“Keepies,” he said and slipped them into his pocket.

The alien backed away in horror, babbling wildly. With a shimmer and a pop, he disappeared. An instant later the spaceship vanished in a similar fashion, as did all the spaceships and all the aliens all over the world.

Johnny climbed back into his Grand Prix car and accelerated through the gears. He was nearly a lap behind by now and would have to do some fancy driving to catch up. Besides, his mother was fixing creamed corn tonight, and the boy who had saved the world had important things on his mind.

As he took the checkered flag he wondered how Conan would have handled creamed corn.

---

1 Fangio . . . Andretti: Juan Manuel Fangio and Mario Andretti, famous racing-car drivers.
2 Lone Ranger: a fictional masked crime fighter of the Old West who was one of the great heroes of radio, television, and comics.
3 Wyatt Earp: a famous lawman of the American West in the late 19th century.
5 Slim Pickins: a playing marble made of a semiprecious stone.
6 As deadpan . . . inside straight: as without expression as the face of someone trying to bluff in poker.
7 with a vengeance: with a great amount of force.
8 agate: a playing marble made of a semiprecious stone.
9 keepies: the marbles won from an opponent in a game of marbles.
10 Conan: the hero of a series of stories set in an imaginary prehistoric time; played by Arnold Schwarzenegger in the movie Conan the Barbarian.